ABSTRACT
This paper introduces an extensible simulation tool for the study of speed scaling designs for a single server with variable service rates. This simulator facilitates detailed performance analysis of scheduling and speed scaling policies under different background settings. Our component-based design separates the system configuration, like the power consumption model and the incoming workload, from the policy components for scheduling and speed scaling. Furthermore, the simulator allows for custom implementations of the data logger, so the instrumentation could be fine tuned to the desired level of detail for each run of the simulation. We present the design of the main components of our simulator. We then show example results to highlight the versatility of the simulator for studying different speed scaling configurations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern CPUs have over a dozen processing rates, which enable system designers to balance speed and power consumption based on the required performance. This tradeoff is of interest both for mobile devices, which have limited power, and for datacenters, for which heat and cost management are key considerations. Recently, there has been increased attention to the study of scheduling policies for servers with adjustable service rates both in the systems and theory communities [2, 12].

For a single-speed server, several analytical and simulation studies quantify the properties of different classes of scheduling policies. In particular, commonly used scheduling policies like First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) and Processor Sharing (PS) were compared to size-based scheduling policies like Shortest-Remaining-Processing-Time (SRPT) with regard to queuing delay, response time, and fairness [9, 14].

For datacenters, optimizing the monetary cost of operation is the main goal. This could be translated into some combination of energy cost and the cost of losing customers or money for violating the service level agreements (SLAs). These two metrics are inherently at odds with each other. Running at lower speeds consumes less energy, but degrades the performance. Furthermore, optimizing the average performance could have undesirable side effects like poor tail behavior, or decreased robustness in face of flash loads.

The tradeoffs between optimality, robustness, and fairness in speed scaling was first studied in [12]. For the cost function represented by the linear combination of the average response time and average energy consumption per job, [12] shows that SRPT with queue-length-based speed scaling is optimal in the worst case. The idea of queue-length-based speed scaling (coupled speed scaling for the rest of this paper), wherein the service rate is a function of the instantaneous system occupancy, was introduced in earlier literature [2]. In [12], the optimal speed function is shown to be the inverse of the power-consumption function.

There are many interesting questions still remaining about the interplay of scheduling and speed scaling. For example, [12] shows that coupled speed scaling magnifies unfairness for policies like SRPT and all the non-preemptive policies. However, the level of unfairness for these policies under different types of workloads is unknown.

In spite of the growing interest in the study of speed-scaling policies, to the best of our knowledge there is no public-domain tool for the simulation of scheduling with speed scaling. For example, [12] shows that coupled speed scaling magnifies unfairness for policies like SRPT and all the non-preemptive policies. However, the level of unfairness for these policies under different types of workloads is unknown.

In spite of the growing interest in the study of speed-scaling policies, to the best of our knowledge there is no public-domain tool for the simulation of scheduling with speed scaling. There are a number of simulation results presented for speed scaling designs in recent literature [7, 12, 13]. A recent public-domain simulation tool for a single speed server has been developed to study size-based scheduling when exact knowledge of job sizes is not available [5]. However, the simulator does not support variable service rates.

Our work: We have developed an extensible simulation tool for the study of speed scaling designs, which facilitates detailed performance analysis of scheduling and speed scaling policies under different background settings.

Design of a speed scaling simulator has several challenges. Special care is required to separate the scheduling and speed scaling decisions in order to allow for simulation of new approaches with minimal effort, and without introducing
bugs or inconsistencies into the simulation. Decoupling the scheduling decisions from speed scaling decisions was first presented in [7]. The idea was presented in the context of FSP with speed scaling, but was later generalized to other policies [6–8].

We developed our simulation tool to study the interplay between the speed scaler and the scheduler under different load regimes and power consumption models. For this reason, the extensibility of the simulation tool has been the main design focus. Furthermore, due to high variability of sampled metrics in many scenarios, long simulation runs are necessary in order to obtain statistically significant results. Therefore, efficiency in terms of run-time, memory, and storage requirements was considered in the design.

The simulator has an abstract design that models a single server with variable service rates. An infinite stream of jobs arrive to the system to receive service in some order specified by the scheduler and with some speed specified by the speed scaler. Energy consumption of the system is computed according to some power function. The entire operation of the server is tracked by the logger. Each of these components and the operation of the simulator is presented in more detail in Section 2.2.

We have used this simulator to verify previous analytical and simulation results presented in [13]. We have also gained insight into the autoscaling effect of coupled speed scaling systems under heavy load [6]. For cases where the analytical study of policies is challenging, like the average busy period length under coupled SRPT or average response time under FSP, the simulation study can be used to investigate the expected behavior of the system.

To illustrate the application of this abstract design, we present selected simulation results for coupled and decoupled speed scaling systems in Section 3.

2. SIMULATOR

This section provides an overview of the simulator (see Figure 1). We briefly discuss the design choices and then present the main components and their dependencies.

2.1 Design overview

The main focus in our design is two-fold: ease of extensibility, and efficiency for large-scale simulations. Simulating a new scheduling policy should only require the implementation of the abstract class Scheduler, without any changes to other components or the core of the simulator. The abstract design of the Logger class makes it possible to change the instrumentation targets and level of detail based on the focus of the simulation study, again without any changes required to other components. The ability to change the instrumentation level is important in order to reduce the execution time and storage requirements for long simulation runs.

Execution time for a single run of the simulator depends on the following factors: (1) duration of the run; (2) expected queue length; (3) step complexity of the scheduler and speed scaler components for handling each event; and (4) complexity of the instrumentation by the logger. The first three factors have direct dependence on the workload and the simulated policies, and usually dominate the overall complexity of the simulation. Memory usage is dominated by the implementation of the logger. The minimum requirement depends on the expected queue length, since the logger has to keep track of all jobs in the queue.

Our implementation of the simulator is written in C++, and it only uses the C++ standard libraries. The current code base is developed and compiled on a Windows machine, but could be compiled on other platforms with minimal effort [1]. The simulation scenario specifications are all modified via the configuration file, which is a human-readable text file with easy-to-interpret value pair format.

2.2 Main components

A single run of the simulator is comprised of three stages. First, the configuration file is read and the policy components and the background component objects are created and initialized. Second, the Discrete Event Simulator (DES) and the Logger are initialized. Third, according to the user-specified configurations, the simulation is run until all the first \( N_{MAX} \) arrivals have departed the system, at which point the simulation terminates. If jobs are serviced in the order of their arrival (FCFS), this is at the time of departure number \( N_{MAX} \). However, depending on the policies and the workload, termination time could be much later.

For the probe-based sampling of the response times, the third stage is repeated with a probe job inserted at random into the workload stream (similar to the algorithm presented in [9]). For each probe size, the probing is repeated until the user-specified desired confidence interval is achieved. The range of probe job sizes are also specified in the simulation configuration.

Figure 1 illustrates the main components in our simulator. Figure 2 shows selected abstract classes and example implementations.

**Simulator Configuration** The Simulation scenario specifications are read from a human-readable text file (**configuration.txt**). These specifications include the scheduling and speed scaling policies, the power function, the workload, and their corresponding parameters. It also specifies the logger and its parameters that include the metrics of interest and granularity of measurements.

**Object Factory** To make the simulator extensible, and to separate different policies from the background settings, all policy and background setting components are defined by abstract classes. The configuration component calls the Object Factory to create and initialize the objects required to execute the specified simulation scenario.

**Discrete Event Simulator (DES)** The DES maintains a priority queue of events. In each iteration of the main loop, the event with the smallest timestamp is removed from the priority queue and passed on to
the proper handlers depending on the type of the event e.g., Arrival, Departure, Speed Change, etc. (see Figure 2). New events may be generated as a result of handling the current event. These are inserted into the priority queue. The loop stops when all the first $N_{MAX}$ arrivals complete their work.

**Logger** The logger component keeps track of the changes in the state of the system by receiving updates when other components have a status change. It plays the role of the omniscient observer. When other components need information about the current status of the system, they call the interfaces provided by the logger. For example, upon each arrival and departure, the coupled speed scaler queries the logger object for the number of jobs in the system in order to set the speed. Our Comprehensive Logger implementation records the status of the entire queue upon each event. For long simulations, however, the amount of data generated could be several gigabytes. For this reason, we have other implementations of the logger that only record a subset of the instrumentation such as queue length and the remaining work in the system upon each arrival and departure.

**Workload Generator** The arrival process is generated by the workload generator in the form of arrival events. At the initialization of the DES, the generator is asked for the first arrival event. Upon removing an arrival from the priority queue, the DES asks the workload generator to create the next arrival event. Each arrival event includes a timestamp and a job object. The job object must be initialized with the arrival time of the job, and optionally other properties like deadline and priority. Different implementations of the workload generator class allow alternative sources for the arrival sequence. For example, the workload could be generated from a trace file, or could be a Poisson process with job sizes drawn from an Exponential or a Pareto distribution.

**Scheduler** The scheduler component determines the order in which jobs receive service. Our current implementations include First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS), Processor Sharing (PS), Shortest Job First (SJF), Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT), and Fair Sojourn Protocol (FSP).

**Speed Scalerr** The speed scaling component decides the rate at which the server is processing jobs at each point in time during the simulation. This could be decided based on the system status, such as the system occupancy, or could be completely independent, like a single-speed system. The current implementations include SingleSpeed, CoupledSpeed (sets the speed to the inverse of the power function of the number of jobs in the system), ShadowSpeed (determines the speed based on the occupancy of a shadow scheduler that works on the same arrival process).

**Power Function** The power function component computes the energy consumption based on the speed of the system. It has two interfaces: one that returns the energy consumption as a function of speed, and one to compute the inverse of the power function.

**Statistical Analysis and Visualization** The simulator output depends on the implementation of the logger. Our current implementations output three types of log files: metric reports, job reports, and queue progress reports.

Metric reports are text files with timestamp and value pairs. This type of log records the evolution of a metric over time. For example, the speedprofile.txt records every speed change event, and the byteprofile.txt records the remaining work in the system at the time of every arrival, departure and speed change event.

Job report logs are text files in which each line shows the report of a job upon its departure. We record the size, arrival, departure, energy consumption and time under execution for each job. Metrics like response time and slowdown can be directly derived from the above. The logger could generate this report for any subset of the jobs. For example, the probereport.txt contains the job report for only the probe jobs inserted into the workload stream.

Queue progress reports are text files in which every line has a timestamp followed by the status of the queue at that timestamp. This log records the evolution of the remaining sizes of jobs in the queue. Figure 5 shows an excerpt from the instrumented queue.
In this log.

We have implemented separate C++ programs to perform further statistical analysis on the output, including mean, variance, and frequencies for recorded metrics. We also have implemented Matlab scripts for further statistical analysis and generation of plots. A Java-based visualization of the queue progress report has been implemented by an undergraduate summer student.

3. EXAMPLE RESULTS

In this section, we show selected simulation results to demonstrate the versatility of the simulation tool for the study of a range of speed scaling policies under different settings and with different metrics.

3.1 Occupancy under heavy load

It is well known that SRPT optimizes the average occupancy, \( E[N] \), in single-speed systems [11]. In fact, given any speed sample path, SRPT yields the minimal average occupancy among all work conserving scheduling policies [3].

In coupled speed scaling systems, the speed \( s(t) \) at time \( t \) is based on the number of jobs in the system. The interdependency of average speeds and system occupancy results in a lower-bound for the occupancy [6]. In order to guarantee stability in the system, the average speed must be at least that of the incoming load, \( s \geq \rho \). In [13], it is observed that if the power function is convex, then by Jensen’s inequality we have \( E[N] = E[P(s(t))] \geq P(E[s(t)]) \geq \rho^2 \).

With our simulation tool, we can investigate how far the average occupancy is from the lower-bound. Figure 3 shows the comparison of queue occupancy under heavy load for coupled PS and SRPT. As load increases, the average occupancy under PS and SRPT both converge to the lower-bound. This is in high contrast to the results in the single-speed setting, where the average occupancy under PS grows quickly in comparison to SRPT.

Figure 4 shows a snapshot of system occupancy under coupled PS and SRPT, sampled at the same points in time when the two systems work on the same workload stream. We see that with the increase of load, the occurrences where SRPT has higher occupancy than PS increases. This is counter-intuitive, since SRPT in single-speed systems always runs at lower queue occupancy (i.e., the sampled points would always remain below the 45 degree line).

3.2 Queue Progress Log

In order to better understand why the queue occupancy under SRPT exceeds that under PS, we investigate the detailed queue progress log. Figure 5 shows an excerpt of this log for PS and SRPT on the same workload stream with load \( \rho = 4 \). In this short excerpt, the total remaining work under PS is much lower than under SRPT. Furthermore, the number of jobs that have not even started service is larger under SRPT. This hints at the compensation effect that PS benefits from [6]. By running at higher occupancy prior to this excerpt, PS can cope with the load in this episode at lower speed. Conversely, SRPT needs to compensate for running at lower speed prior to this excerpt in order to keep up with the incoming load.

An interesting observation is the difference in the distribution of remaining sizes in the two queues. Not surprisingly, SRPT tends to accumulate jobs with larger remaining sizes in its queue. The surprising part is the large difference in the work backlog in the two queues, and the high number of jobs that have not started service under SRPT. This hints at the possibility that coupled SRPT is nearly starving larger jobs.

3.3 Remaining bytes in the system

We further investigate the byte backlog in the queue under SRPT and PS by looking at the total remaining sizes vs. the queue occupancy. Figure 6 and 7 show the remaining bytes and the queue occupancy over time under SRPT and PS respectively. These three workloads all have average load \( \rho = 4 \) but with different job size distributions. For the case of Pareto job sizes, the average job size is 1 (Figure 6(c) and 7(c)). For SRPT, the job size distribution greatly influences the shape of the work backlog, while queue occupancy is less sensitive to the job size distribution. Note that the occupancy stays close to the lower-bound of \( \rho^2 \) under all the considered workloads for both SRPT and PS.

Figure 8 shows the average remaining bytes in the system as a function of load. The backlog under coupled SRPT grows very quickly with the increase of load, while the increase is much more moderate under PS.

3.4 Fairness Study

Our simulation results for remaining bytes in the system under coupled SRPT reconfirms the theoretical result on adverse effect of coupled speed scaling on slowdown of large jobs under SRPT [12]. It further shows that in comparison to coupled PS, the difference in the backlog grows rapidly with the increase of load. This suggests that the slowdown disadvantage of larger jobs under SRPT worsens under heavy load.

We can study the slowdown of different policies with the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Arrival (A)</th>
<th>Departure (D)</th>
<th>Preemption (P)</th>
<th>Num. started</th>
<th>Num. not yet started</th>
<th>Sum of rem. sizes started service</th>
<th>Sum of rem. sizes not started service</th>
<th>Remaining sizes of jobs in queue (PS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.897</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>18.478</td>
<td>44.467</td>
<td>23.050</td>
<td>3.753</td>
<td>3.999</td>
<td>4.248</td>
<td>11.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.050</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>44.467</td>
<td>2.472</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>11.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.540</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>2.472</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>10.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.922</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>10.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>2.472</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>11.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.643</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>2.472</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>11.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236.013</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>4.979</td>
<td>10.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.898</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>2.472</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>11.155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) PS

(b) SRPT

Figure 5: Comparison of queue progress log for coupled PS and SPRT given the same workload stream with load 4.

Figure 6: The remaining bytes vs. queue occupancy in coupled SRPT given average load 4 with different job size distributions.

Figure 7: The remaining bytes vs. queue occupancy in coupled PS given average load 4 with different job size distributions.
help of our probe-based simulation. Figure 9 shows the slowdown for 6 different policies when $\rho = 2$ with Pareto(2.2) job sizes. Note that coupled PS is a symmetric queue and therefore has constant slowdown for all job sizes [10, 13]. In Figure 9(a) the slowdown under SRPT for jobs larger than 5 is already more than double the slowdown under PS. Figure 9(b) highlights the slowdown disadvantage of SRPT. Under SRPT with load 2, slowdown of jobs larger than 250 is greater than slowdown of jobs under PS with load 64. In Figure 9(a), SRPT-PS and FSP-PS dominate PS (i.e., always maintain slowdown no worse than that under PS). These decoupled speed scaling policies determine the speed based on the occupancy of a shadow PS scheduler that works on the same arrival process. The analytical result in [7] shows that for all load configurations, FSP-PS performs at least as well as PS for both slowdown and the sum of average response time and energy consumption (i.e., the cost). Further investigation is required to quantify the improvement under different load regimes.

3.5 Cost

We study the cost improvements under FSP-PS and SRPT-PS in comparison to coupled PS. Figure 10 shows the ratio of cost to the lower-bound. The cost is the linear combination of average response time and energy consumption. For load $\rho$, the lower bound $\max(2\rho, \rho^2)$ is shown in [13]. Under heavy load, both FSP-PS and SRPT-PS greatly improve the cost in comparison to PS. SRPT-PS has a slight edge on FSP-PS, but there is a slowdown tradeoff for this gain in cost (see Figure 9(a)).

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an extensible simulation tool for the study of speed scaling designs. Through example results, we have shown the versatility of the simulation tool for the study of a range of policies under different speed scaling configurations. We are further investigating the behavior of coupled and decoupled SRPT under heavy load. For future work, more policies can be implemented and studied. The current implementation of FSP could be greatly improved by incorporation of the algorithm proposed in [4].
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